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the autocad lt product line is the most affordable autodesk product line, and will work on all windows
operating systems. autocad lt provides a variety of drawing tools for 2d drafting, 2d and 3d modeling. this

software is available for free. autocad lt is powerful 2d cad software used for precision drafting and
documentation. autocad lt features a rich set of tools to guide you in creating models quickly. it includes all

the features of autocad lt, plus additional features to benefit productivity such as 3d modeling and
automation of repetitive processes. autocad lt also lets you customize the user interface with apis and add-
on apps. what’s new for autocad lt 2017: the 2017 release of autodesk lt tools and features a new look, feel,

and, performance for creating and editing drawings. new drawing tools include via 3d warehouse (via),
dimensioning, stylistic and viewport mapping, and integrated xml and autodesk dwg support (xds). new

drawing and modeling features include infinite splines and new modeling tools such as countersurface and
symmetry. version 2.0 of the new uxd environment (shipping with autocad lt) enables additional

functionalities. other enhancements include higher drawing sizes, smart objects, and multiple object ocr.
design, engineer, and draw electrical and mechanical parts using the same intuitive modeling and drafting

tools. visualize the completed drawings on the interactive 2d drawings. use ocr to create drawing files
directly from printed or scanned text. user interface is a powerful feature of autocad that provides users with

an interface that offers layers and objects that are similar to those in microsoft office. it also offers the
traditional symbols, buttons, and menus of the standard interface. autocad’s interface can be custom

designed and changed by users. the user interface editor lets users create, modify, and change the look and
feel of a window or menu. users can easily change the look and feel of autocad through the user interface

editor and user interface customization (uidc) features. a sample project is included in the sdk to give you an
idea of how to use the user interface editor.
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